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MESSAGE
FROM RV
Welcome to this edition of RV
News. Sadly, few of us would have
thought when our last newsletter
came out in April that five months
later we’d be in even stricter
lockdown and that Victoria would
be reporting Australia’s highest
number of new cases since the
start of the pandemic.
Still, it’s important that, here in Victoria,
we adhere to the safety measures the
State Government has put in place, so
the RV office remains closed and all of
our staff remain in contact with each
other and with you via phone, video
and email. Please be patient if it takes
us some time to return your calls or
emails due to the complexities of
operating in a remote environment for
this extended period of time.
If you’ve been impacted financially by
the effects of the restrictions and are
wondering what to do, please talk to
your RV adviser before making any
major decisions. They can offer a
sympathetic ear as well as expert
guidance on your financial options,
including information about the federal
government’s support packages,
should these apply to you.

Our business is changing
The financial services profession is
being transformed following the 2018
Royal Commission, as many of our
clients will know. All of us at Retirement
Victoria think it’s good that standards
are being raised to ensure that advisers
always act in their clients’ best interests,
albeit this will mean a lot more behind
the scenes work when we provide
advice.

helping financial planning businesses
navigate through the compliance
obligations established by our
regulator, ASIC. Elaine is currently
working with all of us at RV as we adapt
our business to ensure we meet all our
compliance obligations. She is already
making a demonstrable difference to
the quality of the advice we’re
providing you, while ensuring we
embrace regulatory change and good
governance, as she explains below.

Our priority is to provide a tailored
comprehensive service to all our clients
that will help them reach their goals
and set them on the path to their ideal
life. Developing close relationships
over many years, and being there when
our clients need us, are how we do this.
Because of our new emphasis on
goals-based advice, and the extra back
of housework involved in providing it,
we’ve decided to reduce the number
of RV clients overall. This means we’ll
have the time and energy to focus
solely on people who will benefit most
from the comprehensive advice we
provide.

We’ve strengthened the RV team
As a result of this strategic redirection
for Retirement Victoria, we recently
welcomed Elaine O’Hagan to our
business. Elaine is our Professional
Standards Manager and comes to us
with over eight years’ experience in

“I was drawn to Retirement Victoria
because of its reputation for nurturing
such close long-term relationships with
its clients,” Elaine says. “We’re very
fortunate at RV – and grateful – to have
clients who have shown such loyalty
over so many years.”
At the same time, Elaine relishes the
challenge of transitioning Retirement
Victoria through regulatory and structural
change and into a new world of financial
advice. “Most of the compliance work
goes on behind the scenes, but a key
part of my role is guiding clients through
the changes in our business and making
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sure that in future they’ll have an even
better experience when they need
financial advice.”
Elaine sees this future financial advice
model as being more of a true
partnership than a traditional adviserclient relationship. “We want to be able
to devote more time to our clients, with
more flexibility in how we serve their
advice needs. We want to be there

whenever they need us – whether it’s for
advice around a significant life event or a
quick check-in to make sure their
finances are on track.” She also
advocates a greater educational element
to financial advice. “We see our advisers
as having a responsibility to help RV’s
clients be better informed about the
decisions they’re making, and strengthen
our adviser-client partnerships for many
years to come.”

In this edition of our newsletter we hear
from Matt Reynolds, who talks about the
key investment themes for the next 10
years, and Colin Lewis with some tips
around the contribution limits for super.
We hope you enjoy it. Stay safe.

Zoe Brinsden
Chief Operating Officer

10 investment themes for the next 10 years
By Matt Reynolds, on behalf of Firstlinks

As Microsoft founder Bill Gates has
noted, “We always overestimate
the change that will occur in the
next two years and underestimate
the change that will occur in the
next 10.”
Join us on a journey to 2030, as
we imagine the change that will
take place over the next decade
in the investment landscape. To
get there, we asked three Capital
Group investment professionals
to offer their perspectives on the
themes shaping the future for
investors.
1. The big will keep getting bigger
When it comes to market share in
the digital era, size matters. It’s a
theme affecting many industries but
is perhaps most obvious in online
advertising where Google (Alphabet)
and Facebook control 37% of the
market. This is in sharp contrast to
the fragmented days of 2007, when
the top two competitors combined
for just 4%. “Because of their size,
they are driving the best returns for
advertisers. They are growing by
driving more usage and showing
more relevant ads, not by raising
prices,” says equity analyst Brad
Barrett, who has been covering media
and internet companies for 19 years.
High barriers to entry and scale
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advantages that favour global instead
of regional players are two reasons
this trend will likely continue into the
next decade. “There is also now a
very tight feedback loop related to
a company’s service quality and the
scale of its business,” explains Barrett,
who believes network effects can
be extremely powerful. Consumers
tend to prefer social media sites that
already have a large and growing
user base. Search engines provide
better results when more people use
them. And the bigger a streaming
platform gets, the more it can reinvest
in content, helping lower costs and
attract even more users.
2. Cloud demand is sky-high
“We’ve experienced two years of
growth in two months,” said Satya
Nadella, CEO of Microsoft, referring to
the great acceleration in demand for
cloud services during the pandemic.
Capital Group equity manager Cheryl
Frank agrees. “I think an ever-larger

number of companies will go cloudfirst or cloud-only,” says Frank, who
has spent years covering software
companies. She notes that with global
information technology spend around
US$3.7 trillion, even a moderate
increase in companies switching to the
cloud could have a massive impact on
the bottom line for market leaders.
This is another case where the big get
bigger and the well-entrenched—such
as Amazon’s AWS and Microsoft’s
Azure—are likely to maintain staying
power. The barriers to entry, switching
costs and the ecosystem effects are
significant, making it tough for new
players to reach competitive scale. But
service providers won’t be the only
winners from surging cloud demand.
Vendors who supply equipment
needed to grow data centers, such
as central processing units (CPUs),
batteries and cooling equipment,
should also flourish.

3. Innovative leaders may emerge in emerging markets
If you think the most innovative companies are in the U.S.,
think again. When it comes to innovation, large U.S. tech
companies seem to get most of the attention. But that
conversation may shift toward what’s happening in China
and other emerging markets, says portfolio manager Chris
Thomsen.
“We’re going to see emerging markets companies
move from copycats to true innovators,” says Thomsen.
“We used to refer to companies like Alibaba as the ‘the
Amazon of China’ or Baidu as the ‘Google of China’, but
these companies have really developed and localised
their technology, while accelerating their growth in ways
different from the U.S.”
Thomsen also notes that successful new entrants may
scale more quickly than older companies, likely long
before they become household names outside of local
markets. “Consider Pinduoduo, which is an e-commerce
company in China that is less than 10 years old but has
already surpassed a $100 billion market cap. Likewise, the
US$150 billion multi-service platform, Meituan, has over
450 million active users. There are going to be a lot more
of these cropping up across industries.”
4. The prognosis looks good for a cancer cure
A cure for cancer may be closer than you think. According
to Frank, breakthroughs in gene therapy and new applications of artificial intelligence are accelerating drug
development. “I believe some cancers will be functionally
cured with cell therapy between now and 2030. New,
reliable tests will enable very early detection of cancer
formation and location. Beyond 2030, cancer could be
largely eradicated as a major cause of death through early
diagnosis.”
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10 investment themes for the
next 10 years in summary
1. The big will keep getting bigger
It’s a theme affecting many industries but is perhaps
most obvious in online advertising where Google
(Alphabet) and Facebook control 37% of the market.
2. Cloud demand is sky-high
With global information technology spend around
US$3.7 trillion, even a moderate increase in companies
switching to the cloud could have a massive impact on
the bottom line for market leaders.
3. Innovative leaders may emerge in emerging
markets
Companies like Alibaba and Baidu have really developed and localised their technology, while accelerating their growth in ways different from the U.S.
4. The prognosis looks good for a cancer cure
Some cancers will be functionally cured with cell
therapy between now and 2030. New, reliable tests will
enable very early detection of cancer formation and
location.
5. House calls are coming to healthcare
After months of social distancing, many of us have had
our first telehealth experience and realised it works.
6. Content is king but streaming is the kingdom
Roughly one-third of all content consumption is
currently done over streaming platforms, but by 2030
that could increase to more than 80%.
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7. Artificial intelligence could spark the next tech
revolution
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clinical trial versus one in 20 in the U.S. I expect they will
begin to produce novel drugs within five to 10 years at
one-tenth the cost of the U.S.”
5. House calls are coming to healthcare
Pharmaceutical companies have been in the spotlight as
they race to develop treatments for COVID-19. But one of
the biggest shake-ups in the healthcare industry may be
happening on a more personal level.
To read more of this article visit
retirevic.com.au/rv-news/2020-09

The world could look vastly different if autonomous
vehicles eat into the 15 trillion miles that are driven
annually..
9. ESG could be a pillar of portfolios
Companies that are more environmentally focused and
promote diversity may appeal to consumers that
increasingly prefer to align with businesses that match
their personal values.
10. The U.S.- China rivalry may define geopolitics
The frosty relationship between the two superpowers
should remain one of the top investment themes over
the next decade.
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What happens if you exceed the contributions limits?
By Colin Lewis, Head of Technical Services

Richard – in his fifties – wished to
maximise his retirement savings.
Knowing there are limits on how much
can be put into superannuation,
Richard was diligent with the amounts
he contributed.
Richard salary sacrificed part of his pre-tax income into super
aware his employer had to make compulsory
Superannuation Guarantee (SG) contributions for him.
In the 2017-18 financial year, Richard made a
non-concessional contribution (NCC) of $100,000 – he had
not previously made an after-tax contribution.
With superannuation savings of $800,000 at 30 June 2018
– well within the $1.6 million total superannuation balance
(TSB) test prohibiting further after-tax contributions and
below $1.4 million for the three-year bring-forward rule
– Richard decided to ramp it up in 2018-19 by triggering the
bring-forward rule and contributing $300,000.
Subsequently, Richard was advised by the Australian
Taxation Office (ATO) that he’d exceeded his NCCs cap by
$100,009.86.
Surely this couldn’t be right – Richard had watched his p’s
and q’s when contributing, or so he thought. What could
possibly have gone wrong?
Unfortunately for Richard the ATO was right.
In 2017-18, Richard’s total pre-tax concessional contributions
(CCs) were $25,009.86. He had inadvertently exceeded the
CCs cap of $25,000 by $9.86.
Calculating the amount of voluntary CCs to make can be
tricky as – amongst other amounts – employer SG
contributions, notional taxed contributions for a defined
benefit fund and a super fund’s administration expenses
and/or insurance premiums paid by an employer must be
taken into account as all count towards the CCs cap.

Richard had not been quite on the mark in calculating his
voluntary CCs and had gone over by a mere $9.86. After
being notified by the ATO, he paid the relevant tax and
additional charge but did not withdraw 85 percent of the
excess from super. Why bother with such a small amount?
Well, it mattered!
Because he hadn’t withdrawn $8.38 (85% x $9.86) from his
super fund, the $9.86 excess counted towards his NCCs cap.
In 2017-18, Richard’s after-tax contribution was $100,000, but
the total amount counted towards his NCCs cap was
$100,009.86 and the bring-forward rule was triggered as it
exceeded $100,000. This meant he could make NCCs in
2018-19 of only $199,990.14 ($300,000 – $100,009.86). Instead
Richard made a $300,000 contribution thinking he was
triggering the bring-forward rule in that year. Consequently,
he exceeded his NCCs cap by $100,009.86 ($300,000
- $199,990.14).

What are the caps?
The concessional contributions cap is currently $25,000 and
you can carry forward any unused cap amount on a rolling
five-year basis but can only use it if your TSB is less than
$500,000 at the previous June 30.
To read more of this article visit
retirevic.com.au/rv-news/2020-09

Small Change
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT:
To arrange an appointment with your
RV adviser please phone 03 9820 8088

RV NEWS VIA EMAIL:
If you would like to receive future editions of RV News
by email, please email us at hello@retirevic.com.au.
Write in the subject line “Subscribe to RV News”, and
for identification purposes provide your full name and the
name of your adviser.
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